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Tip:
In any live application
where a rugged �state
of the art� dynamic is
the call, the MBD 219
will surpass your
expectations. 

MBD 219 Series
dynamic line

specifications
model MBD 219 C     MBD 219 SC     MBD 219 O
polar pattern cardioid    hypercardioid               omni
frequency response Hz 50 - 16.000      40 - 20.000       40 - 18.000
sensitivity of field idling 0,15mV/µbar 0,16mV/µbar   0,13mV/µbar
1 kΩ at 1 kHz          1,5 mV/Pa+3dB 1,6 mV/Pa+3dB 1,3 mV/Pa+3dB
electrical impedance 200 Ω 200 Ω 200 Ω
connector XLR XLR                 XLR
size each                                      200 mm x 51 mm
weight each                                                 295 g
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With more than 30 years of experience fabricating
high-end condenser microphones, we saw the need for
a similar �no holds barred�� approach with our dynamic
line. The rules here call for linearity without high fre-
quency peaks, minimum proximity effect, high directivi-
ty and reduced handling noise. To this end we added a
hand-optimized aluminum housing with the further
advantage of internal shock mounting. The surface of
the microphone is finished in non-reflective Nextel.
Extreme high quality in fit and finish denote this pro-
duct from the competition. We offer the MBD 219
series in three models, the MBD 219 C - cardioid, the
MBD 219 SC - hypercardioid and the MBD 219 O -
omni. 

Press:
" ..they deserve to be more widely known, as anybody using exi-
sting dynamic vocal microphones in the usual variety of ways
ought to give them a listen.� 
Dave Foister, Studio Magazine Dec/2000 

MBD 219 C    No. 92 - 2190 
MBD 219 SC  No. 92 - 2191 
MBD 219 O    No. 92 - 2192

engraved logo and
individuell engraved number

Each microphone is supplied in a suit case.

HKD - Nextel designed
clamp No. 99 - 8075


